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AMERICAN
ARTWORK
Carefully-curated,
original art & craft

American Artwork is a curated, 

online gallery and an annual, 

published review of new painting,

sculpture, jewelry, art glass, ceramic,

woodwork, photography, and prints.

Over the last fifteen years, we have

published the work of over 3000

emerging and mid-career artists. 

Most artwork shown here with pricing

can be purchased in our gallery at 

americanartwork.net, and forty-two 

of these artists offer numerous pieces

for sale there, those names include a

‘•’ symbol in the index.

Our print edition continues to offer an 

outreach vehicle for a broad range of

practicing American artists—regardless

of gallery affiliation—many of whom

welcome commissioned work. Their

website, or other contact information,

is provided for your convenience.

Enjoy.

Tom Palmer



Nicholas Kontaxis
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Beach Glass. Heavy body acrylic. 50''H, 40''W

“Color speaks to me, it captures me and makes me want to stay...Color carries me in its 
arms, assuring me that God’s love is near. The yellow lady is me peeking behind the myriad 

of colored Beach Glass, feeling happy that it has found me.”



Rancho Mirage, CA
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Nicholaskontaxis.com

Hockey. Heavy body acrylic. 72''H, 48''W

“Playing sports has its ups and downs...ups when winning, downs when losing. 
Joy and sadness can co-exist in the beauty of sports, in the beauty of life, 

and in the beauty of art.”




